
Slide 1: Since its inception in 2004, [1] National Preparedness Month is 
observed each September in the United States of America. Sponsored by 
the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA) within the Department 
of Homeland Security, Preparedness Month encourages Americans to take 
simple steps to prepare for emergencies in their homes, businesses, 
schools, and communities. FEMA's Ready Campaign educates and 
empowers Americans to prepare for, and respond to emergencies, including 
natural disasters and potential terrorist attacks [2]natural disasters and potential terrorist attacks. [2]



Slide 2: National Preparedness Month is a part of the committed effort to 
strengthen the United States' preparedness capabilities. The national 
preparedness architecture encompasses the full spectrum of prevention, 
protection, response, and recovery efforts to prepare the United States for all 
hazards – whether terrorist attack or natural disaster.[3]
Since September 11th, the US Government has taken steps to encourage all 
citizens to make their own survival preparations. September was chosen as 
National Preparedness Month as the tragedies of September 11thNational Preparedness Month, as the tragedies of September 11th 
highlighted to the nation the importance of being prepared
As of 2009, the Citizen Corps National Survey revealed that only 57% of 
Americans surveyed report having supplies set aside in their homes just for 
disasters, and only 44% have a household emergency plan.[4] National 
Preparedness Month serves to encourage individuals across the nation to 
take important preparedness steps including: getting an emergency supply 
kit, making a family emergency plan, being informed about the different 
emergencies that may affect them, as well as taking the necessary steps to 
get trained and become engaged in community preparedness and response 
efforts.[5].



Slide 3: Reverse 911 is used by public safety organizations in the United 
States to communicate with groups of people in a defined geographic area. 
The system uses a database of telephone numbers and associated 
addresses, which, when tied into geographic information systems (GIS), can 
be used to deliver recorded emergency notifications to a selected set of 
telephone service subscribers. Kanawha County has used this system in the 
Bayer event, Extreme Weather, Chemicals leaks, Yeager airport uses it to 
send out alerts if there are problems with incoming or departing aircraft andsend out alerts if there are problems with incoming or departing aircraft and 
the Sheriff department has small team units that are also set up to use the 
system with trainings.
We also get our messages out through radio . . .....WCHS 58, TV, 
newspaper, and special news coverage (winter storms, hot weather, 
flooding). Our organizations websites twitter and face book
Kanawha County also has emergency sirens that sound to warn residents to 
go inside and turn on the TV or radio for updates. The sirens are tested @ 
noon the 4th Wednesday of every month.



Slide 4: Twitter is an online social networking service and micro blogging 
service that enables its users to send and read text-based messages of up 
to 140 characters, known as "tweets". Mobile app to down load with Iphone
and Android devices.
Trending topics
A word, phrase or topic that is tagged at a greater rate than other tags is said 
to be a trending topic. Trending topics become popular either through a 
concerted effort by users or because of an event that prompts people to talkconcerted effort by users or because of an event that prompts people to talk 
about one specific topic. These topics help Twitter and their users to 
understand what is happening in the world. During a certain event could the 
location, event type, person.. . Anything and the search would return 
pertinent information to that topic.



Slide 5: ** The cartoon says November, be sure to mention that September 
is Emergency Preparedness Month. ***We think of preparedness in the 
emergency services world as taking responsibility for your own safety. These 
are certain ways that you can prepare for different types of events that may 
affect you. Many emergencies do not allow us to have ample time to 
prepare. That is why advance planning when there is not an emergency is 
critical to how you respond.



The House Kit
Store all this gear in a sealed plastic trash can or containers. It won't cost as much as you think: You probably own most of this stuff already.
A. First aid You could buy the $25 kit from Red Cross. Or you could build your own: bandages, alcohol, cotton balls, antidiarrheals, anti-inflammatories
like ibuprofen, and prescription meds.
B. Clothes A full change, including warm outer layers (wool or synthetic) and sturdy shoes, for each person under your roof.
C. Plastic sheeting Fiber-reinforced, laminated polyethylene film, 0.006 inches* thick. You can buy 1,200 square feet of Dura Skrim DS2 for about $100. 
Or get a tarp — for covering broken windows, roofs.
D. Zip ties Handy when you have to make splints, compression bandages, or tourniquets.
E. Water A gallon per person, per day. For a family of four, that's 12 gallons. If you have the space for that, great. If not, keep as much as you can 
manage. Have unscented bleach on hand, too — 16 drops in a gallon and you've got potable H20. Tea bags make it taste OK.
F. Food Raid the pantry: dehydrated soups, canned tuna and veggies, nuts and candy. Peanut butter is high-calorie and has a long shelf life. You can 
also buy freeze-dried camping meals.
G. Flashlight We like the Inova X5 — it's water-resistant, aircraft-grade anodized aluminum and uses LEDs. But a cheap drugstore version and some 
batteries will do just fine.
H. Protective wear Waterproof and cut-resistant Kevlar gloves and N95 face masks.
I T l A b t d b i th t i ht t d b t d l d A dj t bl h S d i A t l RI. Tools A crowbar to pry debris that might stand between you and a loved one. An adjustable wrench. Screwdrivers. A staple gun. Rope.
J. Matches You're probably not a Boy Scout. Get the kind marked waterproof and windproof and store 'em in a ziplock bag. In another bag, hoard some 
dryer lint for kindling.

The Go Pack
Keep these items in a backpack that's readily accessible — you know, in case you have to bail at a moment's notice. One bag per person.
K. Radio A cheap transistor set with batteries is fine. Or you could get something that'll pick up TV and NOAA bands and that has a hand crank, like the 
Eton Grundig FR300 — it comes with a cell phone charging jack and built-in flashlight. If you want to splurge, see page 95.
L. Cash $500 in small bills. ATMs won't work when the power is out, and neither will credit card readers.
M. Documents A copy of your home insurance policy, plus contact numbers, medical insurance card, passport, driver's license, bank records, and photos 
of family members. (A local map and spare keys may come in handy, too.)
N. Mylar space blanket It's a super-compact means of both keeping warm and reflecting heatstroke-causing rays of sun.
O. Clothes Put spares in a waterproof bag. Remember a hat. Toss in a few basic toiletries, too, like a toothbrush and toilet paper.
P F d M k f t t iti d b N t d t il i d ti t I l d b ttl f tP. Food Make room for sports nutrition or candy bars. Nuts and trail mix are good options, too. Include a bottle of water.
Q. Essential medicines Whatever you've been prescribed, plus sunblock and ibuprofen or acetaminophen.
R. Duct tape Well, duh.
S. Signal devices Roadside flares will do. Or you could get Greatland Laser's Rescue Laser Flare — two AA batteries and you have 72 hours of 20-mile-
visible brightness. Also try the Fox 40 whistle (115 dB!).
T. Multitool Whether you come down on the Swiss Army side or the Leatherman side of the greatest debate of our time, just have one with you. Make 
sure it has a can opener, a good knife blade, and both Phillips and flat-head screwdrivers.



Slide 8: Preparing a kit is one of the best ways to prepare for an 
unanticipated emergency event. Discuss items on list



Slide 9: Additional items that you may want to include for your kit



Slide 6 &7 : The June 2012 Derecho, was a large and severe wind and rain 
storm that critically damaged Infrastructure throughout the entire state of 
WV. Wind gusts of up to 78 miles an hour caused power outages that lasted 
nearly 2 weeks. This event provided an example of how during extended 
incidents resources can become limited or scarce and advanced planning for 
self sufficiency for 72 hours is important. Emergency responders have to call 
in equipment and resources from various locations during and extended 
response Many of our EOC’s had to call in cots ice water food andresponse. Many of our EOC s had to call in cots, ice, water, food and 
generators from states as far as Alabama, Mississippi. Emergencies like the 
derecho effect not only you, but your neighbors, community, responders, 
which has an effect on how quickly your needs can be met.



Slide 7: Major incidents are not just flooding, fires, or terrorist attacks. 
Electricity is now a necessary commodity. Light Bulb (electricity is a critical 
component of everyday living from how we cook, keep cool, and store food.). 
. What happens when a tree lands on your house? The power goes out. .



Slide 10 & 11: Talk about the Fire that happened on Arlington Ave., 8 people 
lost their lives and working smoke alarms was a contributing factor as to why 
no one escaped.





Slide 10 & 11: Talk about the Fire that happened on Arlington Ave., 8 people 
lost their lives and working smoke alarms was a contributing factor as to why 
no one escaped.



Slide 13: Resources Contact Information



Slide 14: For all Emergencies Call 911


